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1.0

OBJECTIVES

1.3
1.4

After reading this unit, you will be able to:
 Learn about Arthur Miller, his life, his career, his education and his works.
 Analyze about his works and can relate how his personal life may have
affected his works.
 Analyze about his few famous works apart from ‘Death of a Salesman”.

1.1

INTRODUCTION

This unit deals with Arthur Miller, his life and his works. Miller was born in Harlem
on the 17th of October 1915 to a couple of Polish immigrants named; Isidore and
Augusta Miller. Miller’s father was a fairly successful businessman who owned his
own clothing business. The family was quite well to do and financially happy upon
coming to America, but this happiness eventually vanished due to the Wall Street
Crash of 1929. Their financial hardship compelled them to move to Brooklyn in
1929.
Miller completed his graduation in the year 1933. He applied for higher studies at
Cornell University and the University of Michigan, but to his misfortune, he couldn’t
make it to either of the schools. Miller took up a variety of odd jobs that includes
hosting a radio program before the University of Michigan accepted him. At school,
he studied journalism, became the night editor of the Michigan Daily, and began
experimenting with theater.
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1.2

ABOUT THE AUTHOR: ARTHUR MILLER

Known best for his ironic commentaries on the American dream, Arthur Miller’s
plays capture the disillusionment, the emptiness, and the ambivalence of individual
Americans in the twentieth century. His most famous plays, Death of a
Salesman (1949) and The Crucible (1953), are staples in American literature courses
from high school through university, and his precise excoriation of the American
experience of freedom continues to captivate audiences.
Miller believed that playgoers responded to drama because they experienced
examples of acting throughout their daily lives. In his remarks upon receiving the
2001 National Endowment for the Humanities Jefferson Medal, Miller observed:
The fact is that acting is inevitable as soon as we walk out our front doors into
society. . . and in fact we are ruled more by the arts of performance, by acting in
other words, than anybody wants to think about for very long.
But in our time television has created a quantitative change in all this; one of the
oddest things about millions of lives now is that ordinary individuals, as never before
in human history, are so surrounded by acting. Twenty-four hours a day everything
seen on the tube is either acted or conducted by actors in the shape of news anchor
men and women, including their hairdos. It may be that the most impressionable
form of experience now, for many if not most people, consists of their emotional
transactions with actors which happen far more of the time than with real people.
In this way, Miller may be said to democratize theatre. Building on the work of the
Scandinavian playwrights of the nineteenth century, Miller, along with his
contemporaries Eugene O’Neill and Tennessee Williams, wrote plays that featured
ordinary persons who were tortured to the point of madness by ordinary life. In
doing so, Miller, O’Neill, and Williams captured the confusion, despair, and
hopelessness of modern life and assured themselves a place in the American national
conversation.
Arthur Miller and Tennessee Williams, who emerged as playwrights in the post-war
world, after the 1945, brought American drama to prominence and dominated the
American theatre for nearly a decade and a half. Both began their careers as political
playwrights by responding to the economic and social realities of the age. After the
1950 another major figure appeared and provoked radical experimentation by
combining aesthetic innovation with political revolt. His name was Edward Albee.
All these figures played an enormous role in the process of transformation and
innovation in the American theatre. The three of them with their talents, their
aesthetic experimentation and political beliefs made the American theatre a
‘fascinating phenomenon.’ Although they are a product of the same nation, including
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political and cultural background, they are still very different in the way they present
to the public the social drama, the transformation of the American dream, the
character they choose to present their anxieties and the background they
emphasize; thus their means of connecting fact and fiction, language and image,
reality and drama are different.
1.2.1 List of Miller’s works:
a.) Stage plays
●
No Villain (1936)
●
They Too Arise (1937, based on No Villain)
●
Honors at Dawn (1938, based on They Too Arise)
●
The Grass Still Grows (1938, based on They Too Arise)
●
The Great Disobedience (1938)
●
Listen My Children (1939, with Norman Rosten)
●
The Golden Years (1940)
●
The Man Who Had All the Luck (1940)
●
The Half-Bridge (1943)
●
All My Sons (1947)
●
Death of a Salesman (1949)
●
An Enemy of the People (1950, based on Henrik Ibsen's play An Enemy of
the People)
●
The Crucible (1953)
●
A View from the Bridge (1955)
●
A Memory of Two Mondays (1955)
●
After the Fall (1964)
●
Incident at Vichy (1964)
●
The Price (1968)
●
The Reason Why (1970)
●
Fame (one-act, 1970; revised for television 1978)
●
The Creation of the World and Other Business (1972)
●
Up from Paradise (1974)
●
The Archbishop's Ceiling (1977)
●
The American Clock (1980)
●
Playing for Time (television play, 1980)
●
Elegy for a Lady (short play, 1982, first part of Two Way Mirror)
●
Some Kind of Love Story (short play, 1982, second part of Two Way Mirror)
●
I Think About You a Great Deal (1986)
●
Playing for Time (stage version, 1985)
●
I Can't Remember Anything (1987, collected in Danger: Memory!)
●
Clara (1987, collected in Danger: Memory!)
●
The Ride Down Mt. Morgan (1991)
●
The Last Yankee (1993)
●
Broken Glass (1994)
●
Mr. Peters' Connections (1998)
●
Resurrection Blues (2002)
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●

Finishing the Picture (2004)

b.) Radio plays
●
The Pussycat and the Expert Plumber Who Was a Man (1941)
●
Joel Chandler Harris (1941)
●
The Battle of the Ovens (1942)
●
Thunder from the Mountains (1942)
●
I Was Married in Bataan (1942)
●
That They May Win (1943)
●
Listen for the Sound of Wings (1943)
●
Bernardine (1944)
●
I Love You (1944)
●
Grandpa and the Statue (1944)
●
The Philippines Never Surrendered (1944)
●
The Guardsman (1944, based on Ferenc Molnár's play)
●
The Story of Gus (1947)
c.) Screenplays
●
The Hook (1947)
●
All My Sons (1948)
●
Let's Make Love (1960)
●
The Misfits (1961)
●
Death of a Salesman (1985)
●
Everybody Wins (1990)
●
The Crucible (1996)
d.) Assorted fiction
●
Focus (novel, 1945)
●
"The Misfits" (short story, published in Esquire, October 1957)
●
I Don't Need You Anymore (short stories, 1967)
●
Homely Girl: A Life (short story, 1992, published in UK as "Plain Girl: A
Life" 1995)
●
"The Performance" (short story)
●
Presence:
Stories (2007)
(short
stories
include The
Bare
Manuscript, Beavers, The Performance, and Bulldog)
e.) Non-fiction
●
Situation Normal (1944) is based on his experiences researching the war
correspondence of Ernie Pyle.
●
In Russia (1969), the first of three books created with his photographer wife
Inge Morath, offers Miller's impressions of Russia and Russian society.
●
In the Country (1977), with photographs by Morath and text by Miller,
provides insight into how Miller spent his time in Roxbury, Connecticut and
profiles of his various neighbors.
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●

●

1.3

Chinese Encounters (1979) is a travel journal with photographs by Morath.
It depicts the Chinese society in the state of flux which followed the end of
the Cultural Revolution. Miller discusses the hardships of many writers,
professors, and artists as they try to regain the sense of freedom and place
they lost during Mao Zedong's regime.
Salesman in Beijing (1984) details Miller's experiences with the 1983
Beijing People's Theatre production of Death of a Salesman. He describes
the idiosyncrasies, understandings, and insights encountered in directing a
Chinese cast in a decidedly American play.
Timebends: A Life, Methuen London (1987) ISBN 0-413-41480-9.
Like Death of a Salesman, the book follows the structure of memory itself,
each passage linked to and triggered by the one before.
LUKACS ON ARTHUR MILLER AND DEATH OF A SALESMAN

Drama and specifically tragedy, from the very beginning of their creation, have had a
close connection with the social, political, and also epistemological grounds of their
very own geographical region. On the other hand, some believe that the very
sociological backgrounds of each and every society have been the main reason for
the emergence of infinite varieties in modern drama.
The main focus of this study has been in the analysis of sociological aspects of
drama, specifically modern drama; in other words, the routs sociological phenomena
take, through which they emerge in the context of modern drama. Can sociological
grounds in a work of art be seen as laid out patterns against the playwright’s? Or is it
the playwright him/herself that sets out to portray their very pattern in the literary
work?
Arthur Miller, that is one of the most prominent writers of modern drama, is a
perfect example of the kind. Not only does he mirror numerous variations of
sociological and political aspects in his work, but he takes the position of a strong
critic. He analyses and criticizes various life aspects of his people, and the
consequences people have to face due to their choice of life and ideology in his
plays. Another question then rises, whether
Miller has chosen a specific ideology of his time to narrate what goes on in his time,
or as a playwright he has tried to wear his very personal glasses, through which he
looks at the world around and shares with us his perspective.
Georgy Lukacs, a leading critic, and theorist both in philosophy and sociology has
had a number of well-formed, influential articles, attributed to the subject of tragedy
and modern drama. In his articles, he has valued a critical, sociological view of an
artist, who attempts to awaken his audience’s sociological and class awareness. The
stance Lukacs has taken is paralleled with that of Miller’s. It seems that they are both
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on the same page regarding the issues of clinging to art as a tool for the awareness of
masses.
This study is to go through the two masterpieces of Miller’s All My Sons and Death
of a Salesman on a sociological approach closely, to deconstruct the ways modern
drama has made itself thoroughly interrelated to our lives. Lukacs’s theories on how
this happens and indeed, how this should happen shed light on a new path to be
taken in contemporary drama, by their creators.
Arthur Miller, that is one of the most prominent writers of modern drama, is a
perfect example of the kind. Not only does he mirror numerous variations of
sociological and political aspects in his work, but he takes the position of a strong
critic. He analyses and criticizes various life aspects of his people, and the
consequences people have to face due to their choice of life and ideology in his
plays. Another question then rises, whether
Miller has chosen a specific ideology of his time to narrate what goes on in his time,
or as a playwright he has tried to wear his very personal glasses, through which he
looks at the world around and shares with us his perspective.
Georgy Lukacs, a leading critic, and theorist both in philosophy and sociology has
had a number of well-formed, influential articles, attributed to the subject of tragedy
and modern drama. In his articles, he has valued a critical, sociological view of an
artist, who attempts to awaken his audience’s sociological and class awareness. The
stance Lukacs has taken is paralleled with that of Miller’s. It seems that they are both
on the same page regarding the issues of clinging to art as a tool for the awareness of
masses. This study is to go through the two masterpieces of Miller’s All My Sons and
Death of a Salesman on a sociological approach closely, to deconstruct the ways
modern drama has made itself thoroughly interrelated to our lives. Lukacs’s theories
on how this happens and indeed, how this should happen shed light on a new path to
be taken in contemporary drama, by their creators. This study is to go through the
two masterpieces of Miller’s All My Sons and Death of a Salesman on a sociological
approach closely, to deconstruct the ways modern drama has made itself thoroughly
interrelated to our lives. Lukacs’s theories on how this happens and indeed, how this
should happen shed light on a new path to be taken in contemporary drama, by their
creators. Since the final decades of the nineteenth century, along with the emergence
of sociology as a leading branch of humanities, the pioneers in this field have
attempted to define abstract concepts such as: society, culture, sociological actions,
and also define a limit to the borders of the field of sociology, in order to set a
concrete basis for it. This attempt, of course, has not been successful, since, in the
following years, many a philosophers and theorists have done a lot of studies in
sociology, which has actually led to the extension of the borders of this field, failing
each and every time to limit its territory.
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Culture, on the other hand, consists of deep layers, actions, and interpersonal
relationships, not much crystal clear to conceive and decipher, regarding their very
nature and mechanisms. Tylor defines culture: “Culture is a complex set of
knowledge, beliefs, arts, morals, rules, and customs, and any kind of potential and
habits-any single trait-, which human being, as members of a single society achieve”
(Tylor, 1974, p. 11). In another word, culture is all based on which, one constitutes
their relationship with society.
It seems like an undeniable fact that nowadays culture is attributed to what one
perceives of the meaning of life in general. Levi-Strauss argues: “Human being is a
biological entity, as well as a sociological one. Among the reactions, one decides to
perform, some are definite productions of his nature, and the rest are the products of
his situation, context… It is not always easy to distinguish between these two types
of reactions. Culture is neither paralleled with, nor conjoined to life, but it replaces
life itself. It takes life, deconstructs it in order to purify and synthesize it” (LeviStrauss, 1969, p. 41). This new understanding, without doubt, should be counted as a
true product of the development of sociology, and prior to that, the development of
humanities in different disciplines.
The play concerns a salesman—Willy Lowman, who has always dreamt of turning
into a great salesman, so he could provide his sons financially. Now that he has
reached his retirement, so much in debts, there is no choice left for him but to
daydream. The protagonist, in Death of a Salesman, has come to a dead end in his
old age, thus, takes a psychological journey within his thoughts, his past and the
hidden layers of the society. By doing so, he attempts unconsciously to defeat his
fate. Though he does not succeed in solving the problems consequent to his choices
in the past, or probably consequent to sociological, economic backgrounds, he
commits suicide in order to solve a portion of his family’s financial shortcomings.
What had led Willy through this path for a lifetime is actually the attraction in the
depth of American culture and society that is Gatsby’s green light. The American
dream that makes the bourgeois run after a view of the green light all their lives and
finally leaves them by the time of death, blind to what life is really about, blind to
simple truths around them. Bigsby says: “It is the drama of a man, blind to the love
of who are concerned about him while sacrificing himself over an idea that is a false
promise of a golden future” (Bigsby, 2005, p. 123).
Miller’s plays are exactly what Lukacs asks for in modern drama; the diminishing of
the border between the outside world that attributes a set and unchangeable fate to
human beings and the inside world that is he, himself and what he chooses to do is
perfectly portrayed in Death of a Salesman. Any human being with his direct or
indirect reactions to the world makes the world, thus, the world makes human
beings.
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Miller has perfectly illustrated the economic status of the society and the voids
within it in the post-depression era of the 1930s, the unstable state of education and
cultural values. All these elements contribute to a portrayal of a whole society of
course. Miller has pinned together pieces of actions and inactions of an American
family in the 1940s, and within this huge connection, he succeeded in showing us a
greater picture of a society. The story of a father, wandering in his dreams and
shortcomings, the story of a son, who cannot locate himself in his society, the story
of the other son who is drowning in his so-called freedom, much like an unrestrained
world of action, the story of a wife, deprived of the love she deserves and sentenced
to bear the affliction of the others’ stupidity, that is the story. Though the story
portrays a specific experience in a specific time and place, it talks to us of a greater
cultural, sociological, economic situation.
We need to tend to Lukacs’s question again: What makes a protagonist commit a
tragic act? Is it truly he, himself doing so? What are his reasons? Regarding Willy
Loman and the tragedy of his death, it needs to be said that it is the sociological
grounds that have brought him to this situation. Willy has never attempted to escape
the consequences of his choices. The notion in tragedy is that the protagonist has to
face the truth of the sociological, economic, cultural situations of his society, find out
his relation with this situation and finally take a side.
Regarding what has been discussed before as the collective consciousness, Death of
a Salesman is the most precise picture of what Lukacs had in mind, to make a
connection between the abstract-aesthetic constitutive elements of a literary work
and its content with the real world collective consciousness. From another point of
view, the image of class distinction and distance is also one of the themes related to
Marxist backgrounds of Lukacs, that also contributes to the collective consciousness.
Let us turn to the formic creativity that has been of great importance to Lukacs. In
Death of a Salesman, the utmost level of this formic creativity is seen in the
psychological instability of Willy, which is actually the result of the imposed social
suppressions on him, that have gradually pushed him over to escape into the inner
world of his thoughts, as that is the safest shelter he could find. Mental solitude is
what is left for him as a result. This form is actually perfectly in the service of the
content of the play; the content then, on one hand, shows the relation between a
single person and his society and on the other hand his relation with his very own
family and his shortcomings and defeat in being a right, suitable father, and husband
to them. The mixture of these two kinds of relations within a perfect formic
creativity is a sign of a complete turmoil in the situation of the members of a society.
The concept of reflection discussed fully by Lukacs, has also been gone through by
Miller in Death of a Salesman. The story of Willy Loman and his family is a specific
account of incidents and choices while representing a social ground in a larger
society and broader time.
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The next thing Lukacs cares about greatly is the possibility within modern drama for
the lower class to find a voice of their own. This voice is the ideology that confronts
the other flowing ideologies in a society. That is exactly why Lukacs insists that the
scene of modern drama has to be a ground for the confrontation of ideologies and not
feelings.
The next thing Lukacs talks about in his views is the significance of the present time
in modern drama. The events should always revolve around present time, even if
they refer back to the past now and then; actions should take place at present time
and avoid the portrayal of just an account of feelings regarding the past. The present
time, for Lukacs, is when the past and future meet. Willy Loman is tangled in a
dramatic crisis, in which his choices in the past and his dreams for future have
confronted his present situation. Thus, he takes an action—suicide to provide his
family with the future he has dreamt of and punish himself, as counteract to the
wrong choices he has made in the past.
Regarding historicism in modern drama, Death of a Salesman is full of accounts,
resulted from a historical background, with its political, sociological and cultural
components. Each of these backgrounds actually goes back to a set of historical
events. One of the most significant of these historical events in this play is the
economic downturn that America has experienced in the 1930s.
The issue of individualism that Lukacs tended to as a crucial component of the
modern drama displays itself in Death of a Salesman. Lukacs believed that
individualism in modern drama reflects itself in the protagonist’s inner world of
thought, rather than in the outside world, as in this case, the conflicts are all taking
place in Willy’s mind. This is exactly what Lukacs calls the conflict of one with his
own limitations.
A few other points need to be added then regarding the compatibility of Miller and
Lukacs’s views on modern drama. Willy is a protagonist tangled in his inner
conflicts; thus, attempting to find a way to consolidate his identity. He would never
surrender to his fate, even if there are no logical grounds for it, only through being a
tragic hero. He thinks he has to leave a dash of his footprint against fate on the path
of his life. Now, there is another similarity between Miller and Lukacs, since Miller
believes in the awareness of self as the figure of fate in this kind of tragedy. He
thinks this kind of consciousness is the main result of a definite fate. If we are to
accept that tragedy is a mere result of human fate, that it is to evaluate and destroy
oneself due to a weakness against evils of self, and if we are to consider this a moral
value of tragedy, then we should accept that tragedy is not just a definite superhuman
phenomenon.
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1.4

EVOLVING ATTITUDES TO THE AMERICAN DREAM: DEATH OF
A SALESMAN IN THE TURKISH CONTEXT BY LAURENCE RAW

As in other countries, Arthur Miller’s Death of a Salesman has become a popular
text in the Turkish theater, as well as being taught on many university courses in
American Literature. It has received at least twelve productions in Ankara and
Istanbul; and has been translated at least twice – the first appearing in 1952 under the
title Satıcının Ölümü, published by the Ministry of Education and translated by
Orhan Burian, a major figure in Turkish translation who was responsible for bringing
many western dramas (especially those of Shakespeare) to Turkish audiences. The
second translation (using the same title) was published commercially in Ankara in
1994. Death of a Salesman was first included in literature syllabi in Turkish
universities as long ago as the late 50s, although the first departments of American
Literature were not established until 1982. Necla Aytür attributes this to the fact that,
throughout the 60s, there was a steady flow of Fulbright scholars coming to teach in
Turkey, many of whom it appears were preoccupied with Arthur Miller (Aytür 60).
Nowadays, the play is regularly taught, both in departments of American Literature
and in literature survey courses provided for trainee teachers of English in education
departments.
Why should the play have remained so popular? As in other parts of the world, it
has become a staple part of the American literature canon; however, this article will
suggest that there are other more country-specific explanations for its popularity,
relating specifically to the idea of the American Dream. I will begin with a short
historical introduction showing how Turkey was introduced to the idea after 1945,
both as a result of a rapid increase in American imports and an expansion in
educational exchanges. I will subsequently discuss how these factors contributed
towards the formation of a Turcocentric view of American culture from the mid-50s
onwards, which in turn shaped the way in which Death of a Salesman was performed
and/or studied. America was regarded as the land of opportunity, where individuals
would be rewarded for creative effort; if such notions could be transplanted into
Turkish culture, then perhaps the process of creating a secular republic based on
western models – as envisaged by Kemal Atatürk three decades earlier – could be
expedited. On this view, Death of a Salesman was viewed as an example of what
was best in the American theater, in spite of its cynical take on the American Dream.
Once students and/or audiences had been exposed to it, then perhaps they might
acquire a deeper understanding of western social and moral values and thereby make
a more fruitful contribution to the development of the Turkish Republic. The
attitudes towards Miller’s play changed in the 70s and 80s. Partly, this could be
attributed to social and economic transformation in America itself, which led to a
fragmentation of the American Dream.
The popular image of America within the Turkish Republic also changed, as the
domestic economy gradually adopted free market principles. People still regarded it
as a land of opportunity, but one where the distinctions between rich and poor were
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painfully apparent. If Turkey continued to embrace the free market, then perhaps the
same thing might happen. In this context, Death of a Salesman was interpreted as a
cautionary tale of a small-time loser; a modern-day Everyman destroyed by a dogeat-dog world in which only the fittest survived. This view of the play still prevails
today, especially amongst those who have to cope with dwindling funds from the
state while witnessing the private sector undergoing rapid expansion (with financial
assistance from successive governments). On this view, Death of a Salesman can be
seen as a requiem for the American Dream – not only in America itself, but also in
the Turkish Republic. The optimism experienced by those growing up in the 50s and
early 60s proved a false dawn: Turkey might have become more westernized (by
adopting free market principles) but it had also created the kind of social inequalities
that prevented rather than enabled individuals to fulfill their aspirations.
In the Turkish Republic, in the 50s, the play was perceived, interestingly enough, as
an ideal occasion for expanding cultural awareness of western – particularly
American - values amongst local readers. Partly, this could be attributed to
favourable political conditions as Turkey and America’s strategic relations
converged following the emergence of the United States as a superpower and the
beginnings of the Cold War. A symbolic event often cited as signalling the beginning
of this relationship occurred in in April 1946 when the U.S. warship Missouri visited
Istanbul. The 1947 Truman Doctrine followed soon after, funneling $400m towards
strengthening Turkey and Greece against Soviet aggression. The Marshall Plan,
announced in June of that year, provided additional support. Following the Turkish
contribution to the Korean War in the early 1950s, NATO offered membership to the
country in 1952, and formally included it in the western defense bloc.
Turco-American diplomatic relations were also strengthened at the educational level
as USIS (as it was known then) brought over American lecturers to teach in Turkish
universities; the first of these, Sidney Burks, gave lectures at Ankara University in
1953-4. In the same year, Robert Hamilton Ball, coauthor of A Short View of
Elizabethan Drama (1943), was appointed to teach American literature in the same
institution (Aytür 60). The Fulbright Commission also arranged for Turkish
academics to complete their education in American universities. New universities
were created in Ankara (Middle East Technical University) and the eastern Turkish
city of Erzurum (Atatürk University) according to American models.
Perhaps most significantly, American goods and cultural products became more and
more available to general consumers: Coca-Cola and Seven-Up appeared in
aluminum cans rather than bottles, while fast food outlets were opened selling
hamburgers (Aylın Yalçın remarks that such eating habits were entirely foreign to
Turkish traditions, where people normally spent long hours over meals (Yalçın 44)).
American music became more widely accessible both through local and American
services radio. Many songs were written in praise of Turco-American relations: one
published in 1954 contained the following lines: “Ankara and Washington/ My İzmir
and your San Francisco/ Are said to resemble one another/ In their beauty” (Yalçın
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47). Popular musicians such as Cem Karaca and Erkin Koray created ‘Anatolian
Rock’ – a synthesis of American music and Turkish lyrics. Koray performed his first
concert at Galatasaray College, Istanbul, in 1957; his repertory consisted of five
songs, of which two were by Elvis Presley - “Hound Dog” and “Don’t Be Cruel”
(Bulut).
Such developments helped to create an overwhelmingly positive image of America
in the Turkish Republic as a place which not only provided educational opportunities
but also offered new possibilities – economic, musical and intellectual – for
everyone, even if they were not fortunate enough to be able to visit the United States.
University English departments responded by incorporating recent American works
like Death of a Salesman or A Streetcar Named Desire into their curricula. The
rationale behind this move was clear; if students could be exposed to what was
perceived as the best recent works of American literature, they could not only
understand what the country was like, but by doing so would make a positive
contribution to the Republic’s policy of westernization. They would become what
Matthew Arnold described a century earlier as “a class of the educated – a class that
could be definable and thought of as essentially and unequivocally that”
(Leavis, Literature 44), discovering new possibilities for themselves, or applying
their minds “to the problems of [western] civilization, and eagerly continu[ing] to
improve its equipment and explore fresh approaches” (Leavis, Education 59).
Stephanie Palmer – an American scholar who spent several years working in Turkish
universities – recalls the enthusiasm expressed by many scholars (and their students)
for American literary texts: “they enjoyed the sensibility of the naïf or the upstart; a
group of faculty members wanted to be independent of their university department
administration; one scholar found the Peace Corps teachers [many of whom acted as
teaching assistants in university English departments] enthusiastic and glamorous”
(Palmer). The Turkish interpretation was considerably more optimistic: Miller’s play
reinforced the American Dream in the sense that it could promote American values
in a culture seeking to align itself closer to the west (and the United States in
particular) both politically and intellectually. In an ideal world, both students and
theater audiences could use their experience of the play to create their own pathways
to personal success, similar to that expressed by Happy at the end of Miller’s play:
“He [Willy] had a good dream. It’s the only dream you can have – to come out
number-one man. He fought it out here, and this is where I’m gonna win it for
him (Miller 111).”
Such messages recalled the Depression Era in the United States, when advertisers
responded to the economic crisis by reaffirming and reinterpreting the success ethic.
The Erwin, Wasey and Company agency took the lead in 1929 with a full-page ad
taken out in a number of newspapers. “All right, Mister!” it challenged the reader.
“Now that the headache’s over, Let’s Go To Work!” The Outdoor Advertising
Association of America initiated a campaign in which a woman in flowing robes
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with a torch proclaimed “Forward America! Business is good - keep it good”
(Marchand 256). This is precisely what the citizens of the Turkish Republic hoped to
achieve two decades later.
By the late 80s and early 90s, the academic and theatrical climate had changed. On
the one hand, the older generation of academics - those who had been trained in
Departments of English during the 50s and early 60s, when the first Fulbrighters
came to teach - interpreted the play in much the same way as it had always been, as a
text which help to train students’ and academics’ minds in western - particularly
American values, and thereby help to fortify the educated middle or upper class
(Aytür 60). This task became even more important as a means of establishing a new
consensus encompassing academics, politicians and industrialists, which could help
the Republic become could become a ‘better’ (i.e. more westernized) society by
resisting the growth of political Islam (Rumford 140). On the other hand, there were
several younger academics emerging from Departments of American Literature
rather than English Literature (the first of these had been established in Ankara in
1982), who viewed this approach as fundamentally reactionary. Not only did it
remain “fixated on literature and oblivious and immune to all other developments” in
literary, critical and cultural theory (Pultar 13), but it remained fundamentally
oblivious to contemporary political realities, both in Turkey and the United States.
They preferred instead to interpret Death of a Salesman as a critique of capitalism,
which often seemed indifferent to the needs of individual people, only favoring those
with sufficient financial muscle to be able to profit at other people’s expense. Such
an approach, as we have seen, is very reminiscent of what critics such as Harold
Clurman wrote some three decades earlier when the play made its Broadway debut.
To an extent, this approach had been inspired by the work of a new generation of
Americans (both Full-brighter and lecturers contracted to private universities) who
came to Turkey with completely new interpretations of their culture. Instead of unity
they favored diversity, seeking to tell the stories of hitherto oppressed socioeconomic groups, as well as of the dominant majority. The term ’Gen X’ became the
new buzzword, as Turkish students heard for the first time about their American
counterparts growing up in a polychrome society that included Latino and East and
South Asians, a world in which continuing immigration constantly changed ethnic
and social realities. They heard about the conservative reaction to such
developments, as rock music and teen films were blamed for encouraging teen
suicide, promoting desensitization to violence and sexual exploitation, and
advocating devil worship.
Having already spent one year at Bilkent University, David Landrey worked as a
Fulbright at Hacettepe University and discovered that a focus on the margins of
American culture - in films and literature – generated the kind of excitement which
generates the best of exchanges, the richest human dialogue. Rarely did a day pass
without some discussion of the issue; ideas circulated in the corridors as do glasses
of tea […]. If this kind of argument prevailed in Bosnia-Herzegovina or South Africa
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or Northern Ireland, etc., then perhaps politics itself would be poetry (Landrey 1).
Randall Ward introduced an interdisciplinary method of teaching at Başkent
University, Ankara, in an attempt to create “a fair and balanced view of [...]
[American] culture.” He sought to question “the dominant conceptual models of that
culture at the time of the formation of its government,” as well as in more recent
times, and by doing so sought to “tell the whole story” about American culture,
“especially
the
stories
of
the
oppressed”
(Ward
30).
More importantly, however, there was a feeling amongst local academics and their
students that, while the 1980s and early 90s had led to a period of economic
prosperity in Turkey, it had also sharpened the distinctions between rich and poor.
President Turgut Ozal had come to power after the 1980 military coup, and
immediately set about increasing exports: Turkey increased its trade with the Middle
East, but business to the European Community increased as well. This encompassed
a wide variety of products: whereas, in 1979, 60 per cent of Turkish exports were
agricultural products, by 1988 80 per cent came from industry. Textiles in particular
proved an outstanding success. At the same time, however, many honest hardworking people who would once have enjoyed a relatively prosperous standard of
living were crushed by rampant capitalism. In the major cities, the contrast between
the conspicuous consumption of the rich in their glass office high-rises, suburban
single family dwellings, and the poor whose cement block and plaster dwellings with
tin roofs stood sometimes just a few blocks away, was perpetually evident. The 80s
and early 90s also witnessed a change in educational policy. Students now had the
chance to attend private universities, if their families had the wherewithal to pay for
them; the first of these, Bilkent University, was opened in Ankara in 1985. At the
same time, it was widely believed that private enterprise might threaten the unity of
the Turkish state, in the sense that it favored diversity, difference and choice. Instead
of official state policy, it encouraged freedom of choice – something which, if left
unchecked, could lead to the revival of political Islam as an alternative to
westernization.
Chris Rumford remarks that, in the 90s, the Turkish Republic was located in a
contradictory position between homogeneity and heterogeneity; between the decline
of the official [pro-western] Turkey and the ‘return of the repressed’ (Rumford 143).
Such developments exerted a profound influence over the way in which Miller’s
plays were interpreted both in the theater and the academy. In a preview article
published to accompany the Istanbul State Theater’s production of Orchestra (1997),
Leman Yılmaz portrayed the dramatist as an implacable opponent of capitalism,
concerned for the future of the working classes in a world preoccupied with wealth
and self-advancement (Yılmaz 47). Anyone who had experienced the social
upheavals in Istanbul could identify with his work. Many Turks from Willy Loman's
socioeconomic background became so disillusioned with government policy that
they rejected westernization and turned instead to political Islam. As Douglas A.
Howard observes, parties such as the Refah Partisi (Welfare Party) articulated a
vision of the just society in Turkey through the use of a commonly understood
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Islamic religious idiom [....]. It had been supported by a rising group of newly
urbanized laborers, shopkeepers, small businessmen, and industrialists who did not
fit the traditional Kemalist mold (Howard 177-8).
In the 1995 general election, it became the first religious party to obtain a majority of
seats. In this context, plays such as Death of a Salesman acquired a renewed political
significance. The opening stage-direction of Death of a Salesman seems especially
relevant, as Willy's old-fashioned cottage, lit by a soft blue light, is surrounded and
dwarfed by a “solid vault” of apartment blocks illuminated by “an angry glow of
orange” (Mıller 7). Linda Loman’s description of her husband sums up the
experiences of many Turkish workers in the mid-90s:
When he [Willy] brought them business, when he was young, they [the customers]
were glad to see him. But now his old friends, the old buyers that loved him so and
always found some order to hand him in a pinch – they’re all dead, retired. He used
to be able to make six, seven calls a day in Boston. Now he takes his valises out of
the car and puts them back and takes them out again and he’s exhausted. Instead of
walking he talks now. He drives seven hundred miles, and when he gets there no one
knows him anymore, no one welcomes him. And what goes through a man’s mind,
driving seven hundred miles home without having earned a cent? (Miller 44-5).
Within a decade, attitudes towards the play had shifted once again. In the wake of
9/11, and the subsequent efforts by the American government to introduce
democracy in Iraq, many people have come to view Miller’s work as a critique of
American politics, focusing specifically on the links between the personal and the
political. The entire Lowman family’s faith in the American Dream blinds them to
the truth about their lives; they would rather sustain themselves with fantasies of
success. Biff refuses to talk about his criminal record in Kansas City, preferring
instead to create a western myth about his life. Linda hides her doubts about Willy’s
effectiveness and her denial of her own needs behind a screen of wifely
supportiveness, while Happy conceals his self-doubts about being only “one of two
assistants to the assistant” (Miller 104). Such fantasies are not only restricted to one
family; they may be shared by contemporary politicians - especially those interested
in ‘freedom’ or ‘democracy’ in the Middle East. At least, that is the view expressed
by many students in contemporary Turkey as a reaction to current events: like Willy
Loman, America seeks to sell the American Dream abroad, but as time passes, fewer
and fewer people seem prepared to buy into it. For them, Linda Loman’s final speech
may appear particularly ironic: “We’re free and clear. (Sobbing more fully, relaxed).
We’re free (BIFF comes slowly toward her.) We’re free. … We’re free. …” (Miller
112).
1.5

LET US SUM UP

Miller’s ‘Death of a Salesman’ is one of the most anticipated works of Miller. The
play exemplarily describes a salesperson who is successful at a young age and
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unsuccessful in old age ( curse of sales ), who tries to conceal the lack of success up
to and including the loss of his job by the new young boss with a single lie according
to the motto more appearance than reality. Willy is even too proud to take up the job
offered by his successful old friend Charley, who is also the head of a company.
Stefan Lüddemann stated in the Neue Osnabruck Zeitung : “Miller's play is primarily
about people who do not find their way to truth. Nobody can admit their defeat,
nobody has the confidence to know that they are in good hands with others even if
they fail. Willy Loman's existence is precarious.”
The author and critic Dieter Wunderlich wrote that Willy Loman was breaking "on
an inhuman economic system in which only material success is important". It also
said: “In 'The Death of the Salesman' Arthur Miller exposes the 'American Dream' as
a mirage, because the protagonist's tragedy stands for a failed social order.” The play
is “an appeal, not just to professional and financial success to stare, but to reflect on
values such as love, family, solidarity and humanity - even if this is not in line with
society”.
1.6

UNIT END QUESTIONS

1.

Write a short note on the life of Arthur Miller.
……………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………

2.

How has tragic drama influenced the society on a whole?
……………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………

3.

Briefly explain ‘Death of a Salesman in the Turkish context by Laurence Raw’.
……………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………
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……………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………
4.

Write a short note on Georgy Lukacs.
……………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………

5.

List at least 10 famous works of Miller.
……………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………
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2.0

OBJECTIVES

2.4

After going through this unit, you will be able to:
 Analyze the text “Death of a Salesman”.
 The situations that led to the conclusion.
 Analyze the character of Willy Lowman and his life.
 Critically analyze the text and the problems that took place in the modern
lives of the people of the twentieth century.
2.1

INTRODUCTION

The now 63-year-old traveling salesman, Willy Loman, returns home late at night
from one of his tours and tells his worried wife, Linda, that he was dead tired and
almost asleep on the way. The couple has a visit from their now adult sons, 34-yearold Biff and his younger brother Harold, called Happy. Loman mainly complains to
his wife about Biff, who in his opinion does too little to be professionally successful.
Biff and Happy, awakened by their parents' voices, are also talking, with Happy
confiding to his brother that the father has been losing a lot lately. Biff says it's a bad
thing to trample yourself fifty weeks a year and then have two weeks of
vacation. However, he admits that he is not happy about still not having a job. Biff
has never been able to forgive his father for having fun with another woman on
business trips, which led to him dropping out of school, without a degree and unable
to study. Since then he has made his way through life with various jobs.
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Looking back, Lomann remembers how it used to be when he came back from
business trips and the reaction of his sons, who looked up at him in admiration. He
has been traveling as a traveling salesman for thirty-six years now, without being
really successful and without enjoying the recognition that is so important to
him. And he can no longer keep up with his younger colleagues. Just today he almost
ran over a child because he was exhausted at the wheel.
While Loman is playing cards with his friend Charley, his now deceased brother
Ben, whose success he has always admired, suddenly appears in his imagination. He
begs his brother to tell him what he needs to teach his sons to be as successful as
Ben. Ben replies succinctly: "When I was 17 years old, I went into the jungle, when I
was 21 I came out again, and God knows I was rich."
Biff has a conversation with his mother, who is saddened that he and his father
repeatedly quarrel on his rare visits. She also tries to make her sons understand their
father's situation, and says that special care must be taken with people like her father,
and she tearfully tells them that their father tried to kill himself.
When Loman called on his boss, Howard Wagner, at his company and asked for a
transfer to the office in New York, the conversation ended bitterly for the old man,
and Wagner fired him. Willy flees again into his dream world, in which his brother
appears and suggests that he should accompany him to Alaska with his sons. A
conversation with Bernard, the son of his friend Charley, made it clear to Loman
why Biff did not graduate from school at the time, a fact that he tries to
suppress. When Charley, like several times before, offers him a position in his
company, he refuses it out of false pride, but takes the money that his friend gives
him.
Loman has been invited to dinner by his sons in a pub, where the conflict between
Biff and his father continues to worsen. Biff cannot understand that his father does
not want to and cannot accept reality. The get-together goes completely wrong. At
home, the two young men have to put up with their mother's bitter
accusations. Loman plans to commit suicide so that his family can enjoy his $ 20,000
life insurance policy. He talks about it with his imaginary brother Ben. Biff, in turn,
has decided to disappear from the parents' lives so that there are no more arguments
between them over him. Before that, however, there is a harrowing outburst towards
his father, with Loman realizing how much Biff loves him. However, this does not
prevent him keep making big future plans for his son that Biff could realize once he
got the $ 20,000 from insurance. Determined to get it right this time, Loman storms
out of the house, his family, who heard the door slam, are horrified to hear the
engine noise of the driving away car.
Willy Loman's family and old friend Charley have gathered in the cemetery. No one
else came. Biff and Happy believe that the father had no right to end his life, they
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helped him, and Linda keeps wondering why. For the first time all bills had been
paid and they had no more debts and no longer needed much.
(https://second.wiki/wiki/der_tod_des_handlungsreisenden_1968)
2.2

DEATH OF A SALESMAN: THE TEXT

The central subject of his play concerned is family of Willy Lowman. The
playwright has tried his best to present a subtle study of the smallest unit of the
family. But what ultimately the play project is that the collapse of dreams and false
nature of protagonist which bring about not only his own ruin but also that of his and
her children and finally the family. The society projects confused values. It is the
sole American Dream, in which the idea of personal success is of paramount
importance. But in the process, the protagonist gets caught in the web of confused
values of opportunity, talent and fundamental right. He is trapped by his own
surroundings and culture. The causes of being trapped are that, he seeks for integrity
toward himself and toward his fellows, but the cost of that integrity is self-deviation
and family degeneration.
The ‘Family’ has been one of the important issues in the twentieth century American
Literature. The American social, cultural and economic scene at the turn of the
present century was of great complexity and diversity. This complexity and diversity
is fully mirrored in the literature of the modern age, more so as it is the era of the
common man and aspirations of the masses find an increasing expression in
literature. With the passage of time this complexity continues to increase owing to
various causes which include influences from the other side of the Atlantic. The most
notable among these influences being the teachings of the new psychology of Frued,
Jung and Bergson and teachings of Karl Marx and his followers. Rapid
industrialization and urbanization brought with them new problems and difficulties
which color the literature of this century. The anxiety, ennui, boredom, the sense of
loneliness and neurosis caused by these developments find their own place in
literature. The two World Wars have proved to be nerve-shattering for the
Americans and have caused frustration and loss of faith in traditional values. New
areas of conflict also emerged as all-important factors in the social life of the nation.
The ‘Big Business’ became the order of the day. Thus, behind the transformation of
American’s provincial literature of the eighteenth century into the robust myths of
the nineteenth, and the complex, ambiguous fictions and plays of the twentieth, stand
the forces of political and cultural independence, Westward expansion and the
frontier immigration and urbanization, and the nation’s unique sense of historical
purpose. It is against such a background, images of the family can be perceived.
Moreover, the analysis of ‘American Individualism’ would reflect on the images of
the family explicitly.
From the settlement of Massachusetts Bay in the first-third of the seventeenth
century, America has been suspended between the vision of a new social compact,
joined in love and authority, and the lure of the wilderness. Despite some efforts to
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purify the recreate European society in the New World, the experience of the
Atlantic Migration was to slough off traditional customs, faith and behavior. When
they abandoned their old world homes, the immigrants not only severed their ties
with the ancestral village and church but also painfully sundered channels for
communicating the family heritage. The abundant open land, extended seacoast, and
convenient waterways of the new continent atomized the communities of newcomers
centrifuge-like, spinning them off across the waiting countryside. The termination of
Primogeniture and entailed property at the time of the Revolution recognized in legal
terms of the inexorable individualistic thrust. In America, Tocqueville remarked in
1840, “The family in the roman and aristocratic signification of the world, does not
exist”. Where as families in aristocratic societies served to preserve and transmit
property, the family unit in America was less likely to accept such a responsibility in
view of the abundant resources and opportunities offered by the new land. Parental
authority and the importance of birth declined as fast as new avenues of power were
discovered. Inspired by the egalitarian spirit of the Revolution, American writers
turned to the rising Artisan- Yeoman class, which was not much bound as the upper
strata by family history or community ties.
The family orientation of some earlier American writing, poetry in particular gone
way in the nineteenth century to images of a new American, liberated from family
bonds and socially, geographically and metaphysically mobile. In the twentieth
century the concept of the American frontier has been boarded to include
confrontations with new technologies, space, social issues and foreign relations. The
character type however persists. David Potter has argued in his evocative study
“People of Plenty: Economic Abundance and the American Character” that natural
abundance holds the key to understanding the mobility and individualism of
Americans: It is this constant change, paced by our economic richness, which, as I
believe, has caused each generation to reject its predecessor and to expect its
successor to reject it […]. Whereas our forebears have abandoned only one Europe,
they have abandoned several outmoded Americas – frontier America, rural America,
the isolated America of the river steamboat and the iron horse – and each
abandonment has made us more ready to expect another. If we speak of fatherrejection, has not the American with colonial forebears rejected his American puritan
father even more decisively than the Irish-American has rejected his overseas father
on the “Old Sod”.
Turner had observed that “complex society is precipitated by the wilderness into a
kind of primitive organization based on the family”. But the family itself has been
suspended in a magnetic tension between the poles of solitary individualism on the
one hand and a complex of institutions and generation on the other. The democratic
ethos, western frontiers, economic abundances have altogether tended to isolate the
individual. Pulling in the opposite direction, the family musters little of the status
and authority in America that it claimed in historical societies. When the idea of
family becomes vague, indeterminate and uncertain, Tocqueville wrote, “a man”
[…] provides for the establishment of his next succeeding generation and no more”.
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As a result of its continual change, America developed a ‘one-generation culture’,
wherein in the family stands as an existential borderland between the individual and
the culture, children and past, innovation and tradition. Where parental values are
cast in doubt and fathers and mothers themselves may represent widely disparate
social histories, children tend to look to the broader culture for ideals to live by. In
the nineteenth century the extension of American frontiers geographic, economic,
social, and spiritual made it almost mandatory that individuals remain mobile. As
Erich Fromm has written; “In order that any society may function well, its members
must acquire the kind of character which makes them ‘want’ to act in the way they
‘have’ to act as members of the society or of a special class within it. They have to
‘desire’ what objectively is ‘necessary’ for them to do”. (Potter, p.11) In America the
will to perform what was necessary generated an ‘inner-directed’ individual, trusting
in his or her own ethical and physical resources and prepared to step outside the
family and conventional society.
However, against such a background, the familial relationship and its degeneration in
respect of Arthur Miller’s Death of a Salesman can be studied. The central subject of
his play concerned is family of Willy Loman. The playwright has tried his best to
present a subtle study of the smallest unit of the family. But what ultimately the play
projects are that the collapse of dreams and false nature of major character bring
about not only his own ruin but also that of his and her children and finally the
family. The society projects confused values. It is the sole American Dream, in
which the idea of personal success is of paramount importance. But in the process,
the protagonist gets caught in the web of confused values of opportunity, talent and
fundamental right. He is trapped by his own surroundings and culture. The causes of
being trapped are that, he seeks for integrity toward himself and toward his fellows,
but the cost of that integrity is self deviation and family degeneration. The head man
of the family is schizophrenic a more, practical a less, which prevents him from
becoming a successful man. With Arthur Miller’s play, Death of a Salesman the
account of the family in American literature comes full circle. The play projects
Willy Loman, the marginal man, as the metaphysician of American wilderness and
abundance, staying with his wife and family in New York City.
His mind is full of images and hopes clearly outdated as regards the intricate social
network of the modernity. He is an everyday sort of man caught in a web of
mortgage payments, refrigerators repairs, fallen arches, and making ends meet.
When the play opens, Willy is already an old man of sixty years and something of an
anti-hero. In his stage direction, Miller portrays Willy’s ideal world of open spaces
being pushed to the limit by coils of the metropolis: A melody is heard, played upon
a flute. It is small and fine, telling of grass and trees and the horizon. The curtain
rises. Before us is the SALESMAN’S house. We are aware of towering angular
Shapes behind it, surround it on all sides. Only the blue light of the sky falls upon the
house and forestage; the surrounding areas show an angry glow of orange. As more
light appears, we see a solid vault of apartment houses around the small, fragileseeming home. An air of the dream clings to the place a dream rising out of reality.
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(Death of a Salesman, p.7) At the beginning of the play, this stage direction serves as
an exposition of Willy’s World, he is set against. A small man with a small home is
projected against the great American dream of success. As everyone, he has been
captured by the dream. With a view to translating his dream into reality, he has been
struggling as a salesman but in vain. At the cost of his long sixty years of struggle,
he has earned frustration and exhaustion. The psychological tension being added
with the physical morbidity has made Willy totally imbalanced. As a result, he is
entrapped by a series of misjudgments and misconceptions. However, Willy’s lack
of self-understanding incapacitates him to teach his sons how to live in the world. He
is an ‘erring father’, business minded and careful of money. He is of the view that
life should have some dignity and not merely “be printed on dollar bill”. So he tries
to infuse his own idealism and dream into the sons. He injects the false dream and
dishonest habit into the sons. He destroys in a way, the peace of domestic life with
false business ethics. That is why Biff’s schooling is carelessly taken. His theft of
foot ball from the school- locker room is supported. Willy in fact justifies Biff’s
action on the ground that, after all Biff has got to practice with a regulation ball. He
also appreciates Biff’s initiatives which the coach will also appreciate, says Willy:
Willy: If somebody else took that ball, there’d be an uproar. This very support makes
Biff to a practitioner of the act of theft throughout. When Bernard, the friend to Biff
informs that Biff may get pluck in mathematics because of his negligence, Willy is
not very much worried. Rather he scolds Linda, who thinks, Bernard says the right.
Says Willy: Willy: (exploding at her): There’s nothing the matter with his! You want
him to be a worm like Bernard? He’s got spirit, personality […].
Willy has the false notion that a man with personality can prosper in the business
world as well as in life. So he assures Biff that, “Bernard is liked but not well liked”.
In one of his long assurance, Willy suggests: Willy: […] Bernard can get the best
marks in school, Y’ understand, but when he gets at in the business world, Y’
understand, you are going to be five times ahead of him […]. In the same way Willy
erects false image of Happy. He says that Happy has a best position in the business
field than Uncle Charley. Willy comments: Willy: […]! Because Charley is notliked. He’s liked but he’s not well liked. However, the disillusioned and failure
salesman sees the dreams of success in his sons. That is why; he forces his son Biff
to take to business life, a life which does not suit his temperament. He points out:
Biff: Well, I spent six or seven years after high school trying to work myself up.
Shipping clerk, Salesman, business of one kind or another […]. To suffer fifty weeks
of the year for the sake of a two-week vacation, when all you really desire is to
outdoors, with your shirt off. And always to have to get ahead of the next fella. And
still that’s how you build a future. But the most vital point that serves as the cause of
degeneration of the relationship between sons and father is that, Willy is guilty of
forsaking his “native talents” for “material success”, even at the cost of “human
dignity”. He hankers madly after financial growth. His self-aggrandizement shapes
the way up to his self-deception. The following lines reflect Willy’s self-assessment:
Willy: America is full of beautiful towns and fine, upstanding people. And they
know me, boys, they know me up and down New England…boys. I have friends. I
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can park my car in any street in New England, and the cope protect it like their own
[…]. Willy’s self-assessment is nothing more than his self-delusion. In the real
sense, he is not a successful salesman. Only to support both his physical weakness
and weak status in the business world, he has been boastful in manner, telling his
sons that he “knocked down” everybody “dead” in providence and “slaughtered”
everybody in Boston. But the old age of Willy does not support to his boastfulness. It
becomes ironic, when he is rejected by Howard, the company owner. Willy has
nothing but to raise a voice uncared: Willy: You mustn’t tell me you’ve got people to
see – I put thirty-four years into this farm, Howard, and now I can’t pay my
insurance! You can’t eat the orange and throw the peel away – a man is not a piece
of fruit! Such is really Willy’s position. His efforts to keep a small patch of garden
alive in his backyard, amid the concrete and the claustrophobia, are barren. His
packages of Burpee seeds bear not fruit.
The hotel, which is staged a half-level above Willy’s home is a world of escape from
domesticity and debt. He can visit it any moment by wish alone. It is poised like the
Saloons and dancehalls of the West between civilization and the open road. But Biff,
who respects his father as a wonderful man, takes him for a loyal husband to his
mother is shocked to discover a naked- woman in his room of the Boston hotel. He
sits motionless and dumb on the suitcase and his faith on his father is shattered. The
figure of a guilty person replaces the image of an ideal father. He calls his father:
Biff: You fake! You phony little fake! You fake!
Biff is shocked to see his erstwhile heroic father as no more than “a dribbling liar”
and a profligate. On the other side Willy’s hopes of Biff are also shattered and his
dreams destroyed. Thus the athletic Biff, his imagination forever darkened from
discovering his father with a prostitute in the Boston hotel, wanders aimlessly
through the ranches and farms of the West in search of something to hold unto.
Happy, puffed up by his father’s teaching that being “liked” is not enough; one must
be “well liked”, loses a series of menial jobs in New York stores and spends his time
with chippies, parodying Willy’s life. Willy fails to communicate sustaining values
to his sons out of profound ignorance of his own roots. Moreover, another most vital
point that stands up as the cause of degeneration is that Willy and Biff represent two
different cultures. The former stands for the modern, material culture, the latter for
the old primitive one. Biff takes interest in swimming and whistling; while Willy
trusts Biff unwisely into the business World. The consequence is that, Biff is a
character lost between the new and old World. When the trust claims upon him, he is
out to shatter Willy’s illusions and holds his father responsible for his own failure:
Biff: And I never get anywhere because you blew me so full of hot air I could never
stand taking orders from anybody! Thereafter Biff’s fury is gone and he breaks down
sobbing, crying. Willy is deeply moved to see all this. He realizes that Biff actually
loves him. Such realization persuades Willy to face the consequence of his action
and repay his sin through his self-committed death. His sole triumph in the Urbanjungle of the twentieth century is committing suicide to give his sons insurance
money for a new start. Thus, with the death of Willy the family degeneration is over.
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Being amidst the erring men and support less society, the Loman family is shattered.
In the end, the future does not belong to them, because they do not possess a past.
The true hero of the day is Charley’s son Bernard, a bookish, athletic, thoroughly
novelistic lad, who in time argues before the Supreme Court, plays tennis on private
courts.
2.3

CAPITALISM VERSUS NARCISSISM: DEATH OF A SALESMAN'S
PSYCHOANALYTIC CRITIQUE

In his seminal work, Death of a Salesman, Arthur Miller portrays wretched
conditions inflicting the lives of lower class people amid class-struggle in 1940s
America. Miller sets the story during great financial depression in the US, in
between times after the World War I and around World War II, though his characters
hardly speak about the trauma of the war. Miller earns an enormous success by
putting an ordinary salesman as the protagonist in his play instead of putting a man
of social nobility. In the play, Miller depicts his central character, Willy Loman as a
destitute salesman struggling to rise up the social ladder in a capitalist society, who
remains deluded by a 'dream of success' and takes on a relentless pursuit of
happiness that eventually brings his tragic demise. Though some critics speak in
favor of the popular account of the cause of his death being his excessive obsession
with so called American dream 1 and the 'capitalist oppression', many still refuse to
ascribe the cause of his death to capitalist oppression, which will be used
synonymously with American dream here. About the cause of Willy's death Critic
like Bert Cardullo, in his article subtitled The Swollen Legacy of Arthur Miller,
argues that: …The salesman figure that comes through is not of a typical grunt
brought down by financial failure but of an exceptional invalid, in whom the stress
of business only increased existing psychological imbalances (Bert, 2006; Helene,
1983).
Practically, the critic appears to have failed to mention who or what is responsible
for Willy's delirious state. In order to get a valid answer to this complex phenomenon
we ought to conduct a careful inquiry into the matter by asking a question; do we see
Willy psychologically imbalanced from the start of the play, or do we see a
systematic and gradual decline of his mental health caused by financial failure? Does
Willy make conscious choice to take his own life for twenty thousand dollars? Does
his death have to with delivering a deeper message that what we see on the surface
level of the play? In order to make a legitimate claim about any potential answers to
these bewildering questions it is mandatory to rediscover how human psychology
works under complex circumstance, and how it evolves and deteriorates through
progression. Of course, we can resort to Karl Marx's theory on the role of base and
superstructure to find quite a plausible answer to personality and behavioral change;
nonetheless, the author would like to first consult a well-known specialist in the field
of mind game, Mr. Freud Sigmund. Indeed, there are disagreements among critics
about every issue including this on the basis of whether or not we can psychoanalyze
fictional characters who do not possess a real human psyche. Despite controversies
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Tyson responds to the criticism by pointing out: 'psychoanalyzing the behavior of
literary characters is probably the best way to use the theory' (Tyson 35). But, we
cannot psychoanalyze Willy's personality traits and behavioral degeneration unless
we put him on two sets of rule prescribed by Tyson: When psychoanalyzing literary
characters, the characters are not so called real people but are representations of
psychological experience of humans in general. Secondly, she states that it is just as
appropriate to psychoanalyze the character´s behavior as it is to analyze their
behavior from a Feminist, Marxist, or African American perspective, or from any
critical theory that analyzes literary representations as illustrations of real-life issues
(11-12, 34-35). According to the set rules, Willy rightly qualifies to be treated from
psychoanalytic perspective since it happens to be one the four popular ways of
theorizing any subjects of a literary genre. Another allusion, quite analogous to the
first, the critics make about the cause of Willy's death is to his Narcissism. Bert
Cardullo, for example, forthwith dismisses Willy as: A man who dies believing in
money, he kills himself for money, because he confuses materialistic success with
worthiness for love, he commits suicide to give his son Biff the insurance benefit as
a stake for more business (Bert, 2006). He goes on with another attack: …An
exceptional invalid, in whom the stress of business only increased existing
psychological imbalances.
Willy is shown to be at least as much a victim of psychopathy as of the bitchgoddess Success (Bert, 2006). Cardullo's first comment indirectly calls Willy a
narcissist thought it does not contain the exact word in it. His first claim turns out to
be paradoxical with the second since he uses the word confuse and psychopathy
synonymously. Here emerges a logical question, how can a person be psychopath
and be obsessed with money at the same time? It is argued that psychopathy is a
result of someone's mental trauma due to financial breakdown which is not a result
of a self-inflicted or conscious act, but narcissism is, as mentioned clearly in the
following definition, being obsessed with one's personal image. It is easily
discernable that one cannot possibly be obsessed with something without being
conscious about it. The following remark makes it clear that he was not selfobsessed; therefore not a narcissist: Although Willy is aware, maybe dimly and
imperfectly, that he is not cut out for success in the world of trade and commerce, he
nevertheless nurses the dream of getting the better of everybody else. And this leads
him into an alienation from himself, obscuring his real identity (Sharma, 370). For a
better logic, we can consult the following statement by Freud and others, the two
French psychoanalysts Jean, Laplanche and Jean-Bertrand Pontalis, 1988, says,''
narcissism as the state of being captivated by and obsessed with one‘s personal
image and ego in their book The Language of Psycho-analysis'' (Freud 255-257). To
illuminate the difference between these two situations, the author would like to use
the following quote by Becker, 2008. The psychopath is less obsessed than the
narcissist with validation. Indeed, his inner world seems to lack much of anything to
validate: it is barren, with nothing in it that would even be responsive to validation.
An emotional cipher, the psychopath‘s exploitation of others is more predatory than
the narcissist‘s. For the psychopath, who may be paranoid, the world is something
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like a gigantic hunt, populated by personified objects to be mined to his advantage.
Yes, many of Willy's conversations with others also testify to his mental disorder, He
yells at Biff: ―Not finding yourself at the age of thirty-four is a disgrace! But later
adds: ―Greatest thing in the world for him was to bum around and again: ―Biff is a
lazy bum! says Willy. Then almost immediately thereafter: ―And such a hard
worker. There‘s one thing about Biff—he‘s not lazy. The logic evidently does not
allow Willy to be called a narcissist or a psychopath rather he is caught up in a blurry
margin in between two which alludes to a different state of mind.
Here I begin to inquire about the monster in him which haunts him constantly and
fails his patience at the end. It is obvious that some critics try to ignore the success of
Miller's mission of creating a true tragic hero as they view Willy just as an insane
personality derailed from psychic balance-but what causes it? However, the critics
conceive of one side of the problem in his character other than missing the most
crucial aspects of his mind that constantly vacillate between his past and the present,
clearly in Freudian terms the unconscious and the conscious. According to Freud
(1963), ''the unconscious mind is the primary source of human behavior. Like an
iceberg, the most important part of the mind is the part you cannot see'' (''The
Unconscious'', cp. VI). The analysis of Willy's complex mind demands serious
attention to the juxtaposition of two minds his unconscious mind and the conscious
mind which are at times in constant contention resulting in the creation of perplexing
fluidity as represented in the play in the form of the flashbacks and time travellingwhich fails him from holding a grip on his present and future. His appears to be a
derelict who cannot stick his aim at future as he is long past his glory as a respected
salesman. Again Willy's condition worsens after being fired by, Howard Wagner,
whom Willy presumed to be of big help in the time of his distress, brusquely refuses
him. Howard's blatant response goes, ''Willy, but there just is no spot here for you.''
Eisinger clarifies, Willy´s dream rests on the cult of personality. It is necessary, he
holds, ''to make a good appearance and to be well liked, appearance is a key concept
in his notion of success. Eisinger, 2010 does not contextualize at what point Willy
conveys such an asinine view. It is indeed not until after he gets refused by the man
whom he confided in the most as to be the biggest savior during his distress that he is
forced to lose faith in consciousness and his own identity (Murphy, 2010). Sickles,
2010 argues that ''Miller 1998 critically examines the myth of the American Dream‖.
She also says, ''the American dream is not openly expressed, defined or mentioned in
the play, it is well-known that Arthur Miller took inspiration from the American
society'' (102-103). Perhaps Willy misunderstood the paradox of American Dream;
however, does he not deserve to aspire higher?
James Truslow Adams in his book Epic of America puts forward a succinct
definition of American Dream: But there has been also the American dream that
dream of a land in which life should be better and richer and fuller for every man,
with opportunity for each according to his ability or achievement. It is a difficult
dream for the European upper classes to interpret adequately, and too many of us
ourselves have grown weary and mistrustful of it. It is not a dream of motor cars and
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high wages merely, but a dream of social order in which each man and each woman
shall be able to attain to the fullest stature of which they are innately capable, and be
recognized by others for what they are, regardless of the fortuitous circumstances of
birth or position. James' definition clearly states the paradox of American dream
which evades the definition of the word itself and ends in itself; thereby, makes no
promise of success to people. But, Willy's was not just a dreamer; he struggled but
failed and his failure is responsible for his subsequent degeneration. This experience
of rejection of a man living on the fringes of society generates a strong evocation of
the hideous discrimination, which can be traceable to Marxist interpretation of the
circumstances surrounding the poor in a capitalist society. Marx believed that the
change in the overall psychic orientation of an individual is determined by a
superstructure of American capitalism underlying the society, and even more in
Willy's case by Dream. Here the author endorsed, whose psychological aplomb
degenerates under the force of social superstructure though, on the surface, his
erratic behavior loosely reveals his outward personality. Now, the author‘s shifts his
concentration from the fantastic world of Miller to the realistic one.
To many talking about 'capitalism' and 'death', holding the one responsible for the
other, may sound unreal, though many still see the horrific consequences, in this case
Death, due to financial crisis, in societies foster under the influence of capitalism, as
portrayed by Miller in the play Death of A Salesman. Willy's death reflects palpably
on the similar circumstances facing the Lower class in today's America and across
the globe. Katherine. A. Fowler led a study along with five researchers who analyzed
suicide findings from 16 states that participate in the National Violent Death
Reporting System. The report confirms, this study was the first to our knowledge to
systematically examine suicides linked with eviction and foreclosure," the report
reads. The researchers identified 929 suicides between 2005 and 2010 related to
evictions or foreclosures. The total numbers were fairly split—51 percent were
eviction-related and 49 percent foreclosure (Capps, 2015). Needless to say, the
fraudulent promise propagated by capitalism succeeds to be the most potential
qualifier behind these deaths. Another study shows,''…recent study examining the
impact of austerity measures taken in England during the European financial crisis
on unemployment and subsequent suicides attributed more than 1,000 excess
suicides to these economic conditions between 2008 and 2010'' (Capps, 2015). These
deaths such as the one committed by Willy in Death of a Salesman resuscitates
similar picture. The play is worth rediscovering and putting out there as a meaningful
source to creating a photographic manifestation of the wicked effects of capitalism in
societies experiencing violence, self-harms, and other forms of dehumanizing
actions. Also, it is worth noting that functioning as a social being amid
technologically rapt lifestyles, cultural entanglement, and media outpouring a large
number of social critics and reformers may be now are moonstruck, and their inquiry
into the loss of personal identity and self-harm and suicide as means of escaping the
impact of Capitalism, if not entirely impossible to trace, remains a chimera. For
disease and health problem being the generally believed cause of death, the argument
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as to blame Capitalism as the prime cause of deaths seems a little fragile unless we
borrow from an expert in the field.
M. Harvey Brenner's finding, visiting professor at Yale School of Medicine and an
expert in health and medicine, allows the author to overtly publicize capitalism as the
most potential cause behind the deaths today which are identical with the death of
the salesman in the play: Employment is the essential element of social status and it
establishes a person as a contributing member of society and also has very important
implications for self esteem," said Brenner. When that is taken away, people become
susceptible to depression, cardiovascular disease, AIDS and many other illnesses that
increase mortality (Yale News, 2002). These days we hardly investigate such facts as
invisible power domination of capitalism and the effects underlying social system
and ideology while dealing with answers to the root cause of life threatening and
near death experiences like self-harms inflicted by financially and emotionally
distressed people rather we tend to blame these incidents on difficult relationships,
love affairs, excessive drinking, divorce and other external phenomena. Robert D.
Putnam, a professor of public policy at Harvard, in his book Our Kids, an
investigation of new class divisions in America, gives a better picture of Capitalism
in today's world and its effect on the increase of the suicide rate in present day USwhich allows us to draw a connection with the demise of Willy Loman.
In response to the recent findings on suicide rates in the US, he responds, ''This is
part of the larger emerging pattern of evidence of the links between poverty,
hopelessness and health.''(The New York Times, 2016). To begin with references to
make connection with my discussion till now, it is preferred to borrow a quote from
the play that holds the intensity of an extreme feeling in the moment when Willy is
pushed to the brink of his rational thinking and forced to redefine the value of his
own self and existence- (a philosophical dilemma which could be identical with the
one with Hamlet in Shakespeare ' To be or not to be, that is the question'. Though
delivering different evocation at a different context the affinity between these two
pressing situations makes them seemly identical). Why am I trying to become what I
don't want to be? What am I doing in an office, making a contemptuous, begging
fool of myself, when all I want is out there, waiting for me the minute I say I know
who I am! Karl Marx's theory on human belief can be a good reminder in connection
with Willy's current situation. Marx believed that, “various positions and beliefs
held by people, be it religious, moral and so on, are created and conditioned by their
material circumstances'' (''Capital''). This is true, as Marx points elsewhere, to both
historical circumstances and class, social and economical circumstances. We see
Willy feels trapped and forced to questions his own existence by his material
circumstances and his social status. He is just a counterpart to Charley whose
condition was more stable and secure. Charley's remarks manifests futility of
American Dream that promised everyman in the 40s America with a message that
hard work brings success. Nobody dast blame this man. You do not understand:
Willy was a salesman. And for a salesman, there‘s no rock bottom to the life. He
doesn’t put a bolt to a nut, he don‘t tell you the law or give you medicine. He‘s a
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man way out there in the blue riding on a smile and a shoeshine. And when they start
not smiling back—that‘s an earthquake. And then you get yourself a couple spots on
your hat and you‘re finished. Nobody dast blame this man. A salesman is got to
dream boy, it comes with the territory (''Requiem'' 111).
Charley's speech sounds sweet and promising for a man of Willy's social status, but
here he speaks ironically about the impossibility of success under Capitalist Society.
Willy does not fail to represents many a failed dreamer living in the 20th century
America as well as in the other parts of world that are riddled with capitalists'
propaganda. The realization of his total insignificance as a social being coerces him
to take on committing suicide with twenty thousand dollars which he finds to be the
only means, as intended to prove it right here, to escape the oppression of capitalism.
Recent psychological research also reveals that the failure to achieve social status
makes one undermine his or her self-value, and it is the most likely reason that
induces harmful thoughts like committing suicide or self-harm. Baumeister claims,
when individuals realize that they fail to attain important standards or expectations,
they may be motivated to escape the self, which could lead thoughts of suicide to
become more accessible. Six studies examined this hypothesis, mainly derived from
escape theory. The above statement allows the author to negate the claims that view
Willy as a 'narcissist'. But it can be said that he just lived a false dream of success
that his capitalist society presumably denied him. The dream ‘of course has several
connotations in terms of the intention of its creator. According to Oxford Advanced
learners' Dictionary of Current English, ''dream is, in my own words, an abnormal,
irrational, obsession with anything that one aspires to possess''. It no longer matters
whether Willy subscribed himself to American Dream or not; as a human, he was
just like any other man of his rank who went through the same conditions. Miller's
success is in creating a unanimous picture of all men across nations, who are of equal
rank of Willy's, where capitalism determines who to live and who to die. It looks
glaringly obvious that Willy has no other choice when Willy had nothing left to
himself. He was entangled in a situation where he was not allowed to think but one
solution, suicide. The following quote is used to bolster the argument that it was not
his narcissistic, self-important ideology that contributed to his death it was rather the
feeling of entrapment by life circumstances worsened by capitalist system.
Integrated Motivational Volitional (IMV) model of suicidal behavior, postulates that,
…Suicidal behavior emerges as a result of feelings of entrapment; individuals who
feel trapped by life circumstances and who perceive no other alternatives for escape
employ suicidal behavior as a means of seeking resolution''. ''This idea is consistent
with Shneidman‘s assertion that the common purpose of suicide is to seek a solution,
and with Williams and Pollock‘s) arrested flight model of suicidal behavior which
asserts that suicidal behavior results from the perception of being trapped with no
possibility of rescue…. Again, to reiterate, it would be a careless hypothesis if we
simply consider his idiosyncratic behavior ignoring the socio-economic system in
which his personality evolves. Another insightful statement by a critic delineates the
real condition of the lower class under Capitalism. Brian Parker anticipates the
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capitalists ‘praxis and capitalistic society with an accurate mention of traits as to the
principles of the system, which are conditioned for standardized living, such as
advertising, time payment, faulty refrigerator, life insurance, mortgages etc. Willy
thus becomes an inevitable victim of these flashy objects marketed by the
dehumanizing insurance companies, another branch of capitalist syndicate. Mr.
Miller later wrote in his autobiography, Time bends, that ''he had hoped the play
would expose ―this pseudo life that thought to touch the clouds by standing on top
of a refrigerator, waving a paid-up mortgage at the moon, victorious at last'' (Siegel,
2012). In the very opening Act, there is a vivid description as to how rapidly
apartment buildings were rising around Willy's home territory. I argue that this
invasion of territory also and the high raised apartments bear a subtle 'metaphor' to
an explanation of the unfair upper-class domination where Willy's life is trapped.
Towards the end, the life of his father plays crucial part with his increasingly
alienating soul. Miller makes frequent mentions to his father and to the melody of
flute with Willy trying to reconstruct his past. This demonstrates Willy's
psychological battle in between his conscious and unconscious drawing him away
from his real existence. For a brief moment, Willy lives the life his father led.
Kennedy, 1982 also sees in him lies his father; It is not true that the Death of a
Salesman gives a true picture‘, spoke one businessman at a Chamber of Commerce
Executives meeting in St. Louis. The professional salesman has …a life built upon
the foundation stone of attitude, knowledge, integrity and industry. Not unrighteous
to say though that the businessman remains pretty biased towards his businesslike
attitude. For we see him making desperate attempts to impress his friend. Willy is
certainly different from other businessman dominating New York City, affluent and
powerful. Willy is not suspected as a lackluster performer since he confesses the
discrimination he has to face because of his aging. He says, '' because he thinks I‘m
nothing, see, and so he spites me. I am known! Rhode Island, New York, New
Jersey- I am known, Ben, he‘ll see it with his eyes once and for all''. Here we get
powerful evidence on Willy's past reputation. Willy could not accept the job because
that would make him a complicit with those who did not stand against capitalist
system. Here we have a clear prophesy of Willy representing democratic sentiment
and individual freedom as opposed to capitalists' ideology. It can also be seen in
Biff's character who displays strong rejection of social confinements. Another
conversation with Linda, Willy expresses a sheer paradox of capitalism: ''Figure it
out. Work a lifetime to pay off a house. You finally own it, and there‘s nobody to
live in it.''. Biff‘s monologue reveals reminiscence of his past and an intense
resentment to his personal location where he finds himself useless: This farm I work
on, its spring there now see? And whenever spring comes to where I am, I suddenly
get the feeling, My God, I am not getting anywhere. And then he continues, I come
back here I know that all I‘ve done is to waste my life. He has bought a car, a
refrigerator and made life insurance; but at the end of the cycle he finds all of these
belongings useless. These stuffs are very representation of American dream that left
many Americans in debt... A recent day study also clarifies the true deception of
American Dream, that the hard work is unable to turn American Dream into reality.
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The author quotes, Americans in the lower class are more negative about their
current financial standing and more pessimistic about their economic future than
adults who place themselves in the middle or upper classes. Those in the lower
classes also are significantly more likely than other Americans to doubt that hard
work brings success (Morin et al., 2012). Now broken, collapsed and exhausted, he
fantasizes about his success in his Biff's life, and struggles to earn him a job. Now,
we have to review the definition of Capitalism- is the system in business, run by
private authority, that only aims at profit rather than anything else (Hornby et al.,
2007). This definition reflects in action in this quote when Willy intends to join his
previous company, but he is repelled by the young new director. Willy replies to
Biff, ''You know why he remembered you, don‘t you? Because you impressed him in
those days''. At this stage, Willy's finds himself totally stifled, and this is the moment
he gives up and he no longer acts consciously or rationally. Karl Marx and Freud
rightly publicized it to be- …a false consciousness rooted in the whole social
organization of man which directs his consciousness in certain directions, and blocks
him from being aware of certain facts and experiences. We get a strong sense that
Willy's death has very little to do with his dream, though we cannot detach him
completely from the dream as he is as human as anybody else, but the key
determination for an escape, from the agonizing world he lived, was the realization
of his unconscious existence and real existence and value in the society, which he
saw no different than mere death.
Miller's success lies in this very discovery of Willy of the verisimilitude between his
living death situation under capitalism and the real death. Willy's transition from
'false Consciousness' to 'true consciousness' makes him a true rebel against the
existing social structure. Abandoned and helpless against the rich and powerful, his
dream started turning into vengeance which led him to plan a dangerous escape at
the end. Another character in the play Ben who is not portrayed as a full-fledged
character rather a less real figure and casts as other voice of Willy‘s heart that seeks
escape‘ and success (Parker 45). He sees triumph, capitalistic force, in death and
isolation. To Willy these life ends up worth more dead than alive, how very little
light that sheds on the right way of living, says Charley. Kennedy well clarifies
Willy Loman‘s broken mind that sees no prospect ahead. More than that, his
statement anticipates a rebirth of another contradictory soul in every human being
whose life is trapped in inextricable situations. Gordon, 1983 in his paper titled,
'Death of a salesman: An Appreciation, has pointed out that: Willy is a victim of this
inexorable social system which drives its men to frantic, all consuming dreams of
success, is doomed not only by grandiosity but also by their inherent
contradictoriness. Unlike Willy Loman, Charley, who, ironically by a kind of
indifference ‘or by complicity with American dream, succeeds within the capitalist
system. Willy never transforms into a mimic man4 in the system as he is not
complicit with it. Charley is in this sense can be termed as another man who shows
conformity towards the corrupt, unlawful capitalistic charges. Miller uses Charley as
a counter part to Willy who is not a conformist. He intends to live a life on his own
accord; free from capitalism where he finds himself ignored. Willy‘s relentless
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struggle and failure to build relationship with those financially superior around him
makes him a plausible candidate for Marxist interpretation of the nature of mutual
relationship in a capitalist society- as Marx defines it, a Cash Nexus. It sounds
meaningful to say Willy‘s failure to get an employment with Oliver resulted from his
inability to impress Oliver with perhaps some kind of financial bond.
Significantly, Willy‘s promise of twenty thousand dollars to Biff is built upon the
reverse side but draws from the Marxist interpretation of 'base' and 'superstructure'.
His final decision to plot an escape with twenty thousand dollars is manufactured by
his present economic conditions. Marx Karl, 1981 believes, ‗it is not consciousness
of men that determines their being, but, on the contrary, their social being that
determines their consciousness'' (Marx K et al., 1976). Just like O‘Neill‘s, 2008, Bob
Smith / Yank who found himself as counter-revolutionary creature, an ape. In today's
world of technology and endless businesses we may not have time to think about
people like Willy Loman, but thousands die every year due to unemployment
problems. Behind most suicide unemployment is the near direct connection.
Research shows: The relative risk of suicide associated with unemployment was
elevated by about 20–30% during the study period. Overall, 41 148 (95% CI 39 552–
42 744) suicides were associated with unemployment in 2007 and 46 131 (44 292–
47 970) in 2009, indicating 4983 excess suicides since the economic crisis in 2008.
In the play, Willy grows frantic, and he becomes a faithful subscriber to Franz
Fanon's theory of violence, in Willy's case violence against which I like to call the
domestic colonizers. Fanon 1963 writes, in fact, that ''…the colonized man finds his
freedom in and through violence''. Here such violent sentiment towards capitalism
takes on different forms, a self-harm and self-destructive force, since it cannot stand
against the organized powers. The following statement will further unveil that the
capitalism is, mostly direct and sometimes indirect cause, behind such inequality and
unemployment and deaths today, According to a new report published in Lancet
Psychiatry: …Unemployment caused approximately 45,000 suicides each year
between 2000 and 2011. Through a longitudinal assessment of the World Health
Organization‘s mortality database and the International Monetary Fund‘s World
Economic Outlook database…. It has been proven that the only thing that ―inspires‖
bosses to treat workers adequately is organized fight back by workers. It has also
been proven that the only path to a real system that guarantees employment,
education, health care and basic resources for all are by overthrowing capitalism
(Staff, 2015). Here it does not end. More reports show the indicators related to
suicide rates in the economically advanced and capitalist countries since 2008 crisis,
they show an unsettling similarity to that of the increase in the instances of selfharm. More results related to suicide tells us that, ''similar reports by a group of
experts published in The British Medical Journal in 2013 directly reflect the increase
in the suicide rate in many advanced capitalist countries with the instability caused
by the crisis in 2008 and its ongoing effects'' (Chang et al., 2013; Bantjes et al.,
2016; Nordt et al., 2015). He also anticipates that ''the native discovers reality and
transforms it into the pattern of his customs, into the practice of violence and into his
plan for freedom'' (58). Willy's death proves firm and purposeful after all, other than
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a result of his Narcissism, when we take a last look at what Happy has to say: All
right, boy. I‘m going to show you and everybody else that Willy Loman did not die
in vain (Zheng, 2007). He had a good dream. It‘s the only dream you can have to
come out number one man. He fought it out here, and this is where I‘m going to win
it for him (Act 2).
Justifiably, Miller's death ''Salesman'' echoes with the death and violence of the
oppressed under the force of capitalism at present time. His chilling legacy will visit
our minds through each victim of oppression as long as inequality between the poor
and the rich remain prevalent. He will speak as everyman as long as the proletariat
loses their battle against the sustained power of the capitalists. A professor of MIT,
Lester C. Thurow 1996, maintains that ''the instability of modern capitalism will not
make it implode, as communism did. Stagnation, not collapse, is the danger, given
that capitalism faces no serious rival on the world‘s stage of ideas''. Critics and
playwrights do not forget to acknowledge the contemporariness of Death of a
Salesman since Willy speaks for us all. '' Critics feel, ''Arthur Miller‘s classic play
feels more relevant than ever. This intimation of life's precariousness makes Arthur
Miller's ―Death of a Salesman‖ even timelier now than at its first staging in 1949''
(The Economist, 2012). Mitra, 2016, Founder of One Million by One Million, org,
when asked to predict the end of capitalism put: Perhaps, Bhakti Yoga, Gyan Yoga,
and Raj Yoga take a more central place in our way of life. But it will require a
drastic reorientation in how society is organized when Capitalism is dead. And by all
indication, I think, it is safe to say that in 50 years, Capitalism will be dead (Ruona
WE, 1998). So, the stealthy attack of Capitalism will ever elude our eyes, but we
cannot fail to see its dreadful consequences which continue to cost many a distressed
man his life just like the one of Willy Loman's. Thus, it seems we need to wait much
longer before we can actually downplay the relevance of Miller's Death of a
Salesman and the 'death of a salesman' today since one way or the other ''We are all
salesmen now'.
2.4

CORRUPTION OF THE “AMERICAN DREAM” IN DEATH OF A
SALESMAN: A THEMATIC ANALYSIS OF ARTHUR MILLER’S
DEATH OF A SALESMAN

Arthur Miller was born on October 17, 1915 in New York City. He began writing at
an early age, and by the time he graduated from the University of Michigan he had
began to receive recognition as a playwright. In 1949, after returning to New York,
he published his most famous work, Death of a Salesman, a critique of the industrydriven society of the city. This play received numerous awards for its literary merit,
including the Pulitzer Prize for drama. Many critics regard Death of a Salesman as
the perfect embodiment of the modern American drama. Though some criticize
Miller for his colloquial tone and mundane images, Miller’s distinctly modern plays
continue to find applause among students, teachers and dramatists. He would go on
to publish The Crucible, an account of the Salem Witch Trials, which in popularity is
probably a close second to Death of a Salesman. Though Miller has more recently
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tried his hand at novel writing, he is still best known for his thematic plays, which
usually comment on the dark nature of contemporary American society.
2.5

PLOT SUMMARY

Willy Loman has been a traveling salesman for the Wagner Company for thirty-four
years. He likes to think of himself as vital to the New England area. A long time ago,
Willy met a salesman named Dave Single man who could go into a town and pick up
a phone and would be able to place many orders without ever leaving his hotel room.
When this man died, people from all over the country came to his funeral, and this
man became Willy’s inspiration. As the play opens, Willy has just come back home
after having left for New England that morning. He tells his wife, Linda, that he just
can’t seem to keep his mind on driving anymore. He asks about his son, Biff, and he
drifts off to when Biff was a high school senior fourteen years ago. Biff was playing
in an important football game and people from all over the country were coming to
offer him scholarships. Then something happened later that year, because Biff did
not go to college. It later revealed that Biff had failed math and gone up to Boston to
ask his father to appeal to the teacher. When he reached Willy’s hotel room in
Boston, Biff found his father having an affair with a strange woman. After that
episode, Biff despised his father and could never bring himself to provide Willy with
the happiness of having a successful son. After fourteen years of being away, Biff
returns home. He and his brother Happy think of a job that would enable Biff to
settle down in New York. They remember Biff’s former boss, Bill Oliver, and plan
to ask him for a loan of ten thousand dollars to begin a business of their own. They
tell their father about their plans, and Willy believes that the two boys could conquer
the world in business together.
Willy explains that the important thing in life is to be well-liked and to have personal
attractiveness. He tells Biff that Mr. Oliver always thinks highly of him and he
reminds Biff of how good looking he is. The following day, Willy is supposed to
meet the two boys for dinner. He is so excited to have boys on the brink of success
that he decides to ask for a job in New York City. Howard Wagner, the present
owner of the Wagner Company founded by his father, tells Willy that there is no
room for him in New York, and then explains to Willy that he cannot represent the
firm in New England because he has become detrimental to business. Willy is now
forced to go to Charley to borrow enough money to pay his insurance premium. It
has been revealed that Willy has been borrowing fifty dollars each week for a long
time and pretending it is his salary. Even though Charley offers Willy a good job in
New York, Willy refuses to accept it because he says he can’t work for Charley.
Willy takes the money and leaves to meet his sons at the restaurant. Biff and Happy
meet in the restaurant and Biff explains that he has been living an illusion. He tells
Happy that he has stolen himself out of every job, including this meeting place
where he stole a pen from Bill Oliver’s desk. When Willy arrives he tells the boys
that he has been fired and refuses to listen to Biff’s story. Willy sits there and
pretends that he has another appointment the following day. Willy becomes furious
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and is about to make a scene, so he goes off to the bathroom. Biff, out of frustration,
leaves, and Happy who has picked up two girls, follows him, leaving Willy alone.
ZHAO Juan/Cross-cultural Communication (Vol.6 No.3, 2010) Later that night, Biff
comes home and finds Willy out in the backyard planting seeds and talking to the
illusion of his brother Ben. Willy has not seen Ben for a number of years, and in fact
Ben has been dead for some time. Biff explains to Willy that it would be best if they
break with each other and never see each other again. He tries once again to explain
that he is no longer a leader of men and that he is just a common person who has no
outstanding qualities. Willy refuses to believe him and tells Biff once again how
great he can be. Biff becomes frustrated again because Willy refuses to see the truth.
He finally breaks down and sobs to Willy to forget him. Then, Willy is taken aback
his son’s emotion toward him. Willy resolves on suicide, because with twenty
thousand dollars in insurance money, Biff could be magnificent. So that is what he
did, Willy crashed his car and caused his own death. It becomes apparent to the
reader that Willy died a forgotten man, because no one came to his funeral except his
family.
2.6

CORRUPTION OF THE “AMERICAN DREAM” IN DEATH OF A
SALESMAN

The “American Dream” is based on the “Declaration of Independence”: “We believe
that all men are born with these inalienable rights—life, liberty and pursuit of
happiness.” (Thomas Jefferson, 1776). This “dream” consists of a genuine and
determined belief that in America, all things are possible to all men, regardless of
birth or wealth; if you work hard enough you will achieve anything. However, Miller
believes that people have been “ultimately misguided” and Miller’s play, Death of a
Salesman, is a moving destruction of the whole myth. The origins of the American
Dream seem to have been rooted in the pioneering mentality of the 18th and 19th
century immigrants, most of them came to America because of a new and better life,
in particular, the opportunity to own one’s land. But land rented out and so cities
developed and massive variations arose in wealth, which meant that this “American
Dream” changed from being a potential reality, into being a dream, like the name
implies. Most of Miller’s plays are directly or indirectly about the American Dram,
because ultimately this dream wasn’t going to succeed as lots of people wished.
Death of a Salesman written in 1949, is a moving destruction of the whole myth. To
be hard working, honest and have ambition were the ways of the American Dream.
This leads to success, wealth and in due time-power. But this dream for everyone
develops, and encourages greed, selfish behavior, pride and rivalry between one
another.
Willy Loman is “caught-up” in this American Dream. It causes business to develop
in the world. Capitalism and also the profit motive and competitive instinct, makes
Willy have a weakness in his personality. This weakness is caused by a combination
of business pressures. Willy wants to prove himself through a successful salesman,
but as he fails, his own life destroys him. “I’m the New England man. I’m vital in
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New England.” “Never leave a job until your sixty.” Willy’s quotes above show that
he is insecure, and is not a successful businessman he says he is. Miller based
Willy’s character on his own uncle, Manny Newman. Miller said, “That homely,
ridiculous little man had after all never ceased to struggle for a certain victory, the
only kind open to his this society --- selling to achieve his lost as a man with his
name and his son’s name on a business of his own.” This explains exactly what he
has in mind for Willy to be – as he was, “trying to achieve his lost self.” The things
that are meant to happen in business are success, wealth and esteem. This is what
Ben has achieved and done. Miller stresses his success and material reward in Ben.
He does this by Ben repeating himself a lot, “I walked into the jungle, and when I
came out I was rich.” But Ben also has emptiness in spite of his success. In the eyes
of the audience, he has no real happiness. ZHAO Juan/Cross-cultural
Communication (Vol.6 No.3, 2010). When Dave Single man was mentioned, by
Willy when he was trying to tell Howard what being a salesman used to be like, we
only have Willy’s evidence, as all we know, this man maybe made up in Willy’s
head. But this man is a huge icon for Willy to look up to. “He was eight-four years
old, and he’d drummed merchandise in thirty-one states.” Also Willy desperately
wants a funeral similar to Dave’s, “When he died, hundreds of salesmen and buyers
were at his funeral.” This is because Dave was greatly valued, whereas Willy isn’t,
nor is he loved as much. Rather than the old way of Dave Singleman’s time, Howard
isn’t interested in the story of Dave. To have a successful business, it has to be
efficient, sometimes having to be ruthless. Now people buy products, not for dreams
or personalities. Willy said, “There was respect, and comradeship, and gratitude in it.
Today, it’s all cut and dried, and there’s no chance for brining friendship to bear – or
personality.” Howard Wagner treats Willy harshly, because Willy has been very
loyal to the business, and has had no reward for his length of service. “They don’t
even know me anymore.” He has the feeling of being used by the firm, and with no
gratitude. “I put thirty-four years into this firm… You can’t eat the orange and throw
away the peel --- a man is not a piece of fruit!” He needs to believe he is “vital in
New England”, but knows he is not; he is just kidding himself. Biff said about Willy,
“He had all the wrong dreams. All, all wrong, and he never knew who he was.”
Being a salesman is very unpredictable, and precarious as a living. Charley has
realized that Willy’s view of success is seriously flawed. Charley said, “The only
thing you got in this world is what you can sell.” And as Willy can’t sell anything, he
got nothing. Willy has lost all self-respect. Eliza Kazan, director of the original
Broadway production, said, “Willy’s fatal error is that he built his life and his sense
of worth on something completely false. This is the error of our whole society.”
Willy can’t function as salesman, also a human being, because he’s not liked.
“Willy’s liked, but he’s not well liked,” is the opinion of other people. Willy has
been a failure in life. But he feels even more so because of the fact that success in the
American Dream is supposed to be available to anyone. This figure has significantly
affected his family, especially his sons. Biff is just as hopeless as Willy in many
aspects. The values of the city are power, brings money. Willy has never liked the
city, and prefers the country, because there is not so much pressure. He is attracted to
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the wild, free and open countryside. “The way they boxed us in here. Bricks and
windows, windows and bricks.” Willy finds the city very claustrophobic. The
American dream has been centrally built around the idea of the family. This is the
spiritual side. Biff sums up, “We’ve never told the truth for ten minutes in this house.
The man doesn’t know who we are! The man is going to know!” It is Willy’s fault
the way Biff feels, “And I never got anywhere because you blew me so full of hot air
I could never stand taking orders from anybody! That’s whose fault it is!” Willy’s
loneliness, unfaithfulness to Linda and his insecurity, leads to his affair in Boston
with another woman. Willy buys new stocking for this woman in Boston and makes
Linda mend his own old ones. But Linda cares for Willy a lot, and constantly tries to
cover up for him and also tries to understand him. Willy says, “That’s funny, I could
have sworn I was driving that Chevy today.” He is forgetting things, but Linda
covers this up by saying, “Well, that’s nothing. Something must have reminded
you.” Should Linda have questioned his behavior more?
Willy feels guilty for Biff as he knows about Willy’s affair, which would have had
an incredibly traumatic effect on Biff’s life. It would be devastating. Because of this,
Biff went to prison for “steeling a suit.” Biff went on steeling to compensate his
feelings inside. Unfortunately, Happy is doomed to repeat his father’s mistakes, with
his attitude to women He has casual relationship. He isn’t as honest as Biff at the end
of the day e. ZHAO Juan/Cross-cultural Communication (Vol.6 No.3, 2010).
2.7

CONCLUSION

Firstly, this play is a modern tragedy. Willy is a tragic figure. The whole of his life
has been totally unpredictable, “He doesn’t put a bolt to a nut, and he doesn’t tell you
the law or give you medicine. He’s a man way out there in the blue, riding on a smile
and a shoeshine. And when they start not smiling back, that’s an earthquake.”
Although Willy is always “falling”, the audience sympathize with him. John Mason
Brow said, “Miller’s play is a tragedy modern, and personal, not classic and heroic;
its central figure is a little man sentenced to discover his smallness rather than a big
man undone by his greatness.” Secondly, Death of a Salesman is a play about
relationship. With Willy and Linda: Willy doesn’t look after, or are for Linda as
much as he should, but Linda does. “Linda has developed an iron repression of her
expectations to Willy’s behavior – she more than loves him, she admires him, as
though his mercurial nature, his temper, his massive dreams and little cruelties.”
Also Willy and Biff, both failures, contrast totally to Charley’s and Bernard’s
success. Biff “flunked math”, whereas Bernard got all the correct results he needed
for college. Now Biff has no job. Bernard is a top lawyer. Bernard says, “I’ve got a
case in front of the Supreme Court.” Willy can’t understand why Biff isn’t as good
or powerful in life as Bernard. “What…what’s the secret?” asked Willy, “Why didn’t
he ever catch on?”. “After age of seventeen nothing good ever happened to Biff.”
Bernard replied, “He never trained himself for anything.” Thirdly, this is a play of
original structure. Miller was going to name this play “inside his mind”. We can
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understand why regularly we see Willy’s “dreams” within his mind. It is a very
clever way to tell the audience what happened in the past and why things are how
they are now in the present day. An example of this is Biff having not got on with
Willy. Miller wanted to make the transitions form scene to scene seamless. Miller
said, “There are no flashbacks in the play but only a mobile concurrency of past and
present, because in his desperation to justify his life, Willy Loman has destroyed the
boundaries between now and then.” Death of a Salesman contains much that is
critical of modern American society. Willy’s misjudgment of his failure in life is
demonstrated in the play. He feels as though he has failed because he has no fortune
to show for it in either his or his son’s names. What he has truly failed is his family
life and his married life. That is the corruption of the true “American Dream”.
2.8

LET US SUM UP

The most persistent criticism about the play Death of a Salesman (1949) concerns
the issue of genre and its constituents: Is it a tragedy?! If yes, to what extend is it a
tragedy? Miller himself considered the play to be the tragedy of the common man, as
he presents his idea on tragedy as a genre and his idea of the tragic hero in his essay
“Tragedy and the Common Man” (1942), but for a group of critics it is not a tragedy
but to others and to the author, it is the tragedy of the man who tries to survive in the
modern world by using archaic weapons. This paper briefly revisits the Aristotelian
tragedy concept and modern theories, and stands on what are tragedy and a tragic
hero. It aims at reading Death of a Salesman as a meeting point between (ancient)
concept of tragedy with modern man and his way of seeing life, and briefly examines
and explores the continuing disagreements among academics and by what criteria
this play is a tragedy.
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UNIT END QUESTIONS

1. Write a short note on Willy Loman’s character.
…………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………………………………...
2. Elaborate the idea “American Dream”.
…………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………
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…………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………
3. What is the role of Capitalism in this play?
…………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………………...……………….
4. Elaborate Corruption of The “American Dream” In Death Of A Salesman.
…………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………
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